May 2014
As always, I was delighted to be able to return to Belarus to continue The work
of Bridges to Belarus. On this occasion, I was accompanied by Sarah Greaves, who
has been a pivotal member of the charity for six years. This was her first visit to
Belarus and her first opportunity to directly see what her hard work has
achieved. As with all our trips, we covered our travel expenses, ensuring that
donated funds go directly to those that you support.
Kolya, Tonya and family
We have supported Kolya, Tonya and their five children for several years now.
Their children are delightful; Ilya and Alvin both play the piano to a high level and
are enthusiastically studying English which they were keen to show us. Maxim,
their adopted son, has been learning to play the saxophone for a year and is
remarkably good, achieving top marks in all his exams. The girls, Liza and Luba, are
not yet old enough to attend school but they are learning to read and write at
home with Tonya. Tonya is also pregnant with the baby due in July.
Kolya works hard to improve the family's home in order for it to accommodate
the growing family, whilst the children take care of the pigs and chickens that help
to feed the family. However, with the new arrival due soon, there are not
currently enough beds or space available in the home for all the children. For this
reason, we have bought two bunk beds (one for boys and and one for the girls)
with four mattresses for the family. This means that there will be space and beds
for all the children to have their own bed.
Alla and sons
Alla is Kolya's sister and we have helped her family for several years too. Alla and
her husband have four sons currently and have unfortunately lost several babies

over the last three years. Alla is pregnant again, also due in July. Her scans so far
have been normal, and show that she is
expecting her fifth son! Her delivery is
planned in a specialist unit, to give her baby
the best chance of survival.

Anna with her four sons, Sarah and Galina.

This family have similar problems with space
and logistics relating to sleeping
arrangements as Tonya and Kolya's family.
They already have one set of bunk beds, so
we have bought a second set with mattresses
for them.

Luda and daughters
Luda and her four daughters have been supported
by us for many years, since they were evicted from
their family home by Luda's husband. They live in a
dacha (a summer house), which we have helped
them with adapting to provide accommodation that
is safe all year round. This year, we have helped them
with school supplies and medical costs. Alicia has
been very unwell with several episodes of
pyelonephritis (a kidney infection), requiring hospital
admissions for IV antibiotics. She is having
investigations at the regional hospital because the
infections are not typical and there are concerns
that there may be something more serious
underlying her infections. We shall continue to help
the family in any way that we can.

Luda with her four daughters on the first day
of school.

Alicia and family
Alicia and her four children are another
family that we have been involved with for
many years. Alicia's husband is not actively
involved with the family and they struggle
financially. Over the years, we have provided a
washing machine, microwave, beds, a cooker

and kitchen units for the home, as well as school equipment so the children can
attend school. Two of the children have significant health issues and we have
supported the family with costs associated with their hospital admissions in the
past. The children are doing well at school and their health is currently under
control.
Oksana and Sergei
I have known Sergei for most of his life.
Diagnosed shortly after his birth with a lifethreatening heart condition, Sergei has
gone through multiple operations during
his life and now aged twelve, still has
significant health issues. His mother,
Oksana, works hard to support him but
struggles with his father, who is an
alcoholic.
Oksana is currently pregnant, with her baby due in October. There is a high risk
of this baby also having a heart condition, so she is having more scans with
specialists to attempt to diagnose any problems early. I shall continue to monitor
the situation and organise for her to deliver in a specialist unit, to try to improve
the baby' chances of survival.
Natasha, Misha and children
Natasha and Misha are one of the first families that Bridges to Belarus ever
helped. They have five children of their own and now also have one
granddaughter as well and four adopted children currently. It is one very busy
household! It was lovely to catch up with the family and see them all.
Andrei, Irina and family
Andrei and Irina have three daughters and
one son. We have helped them previously
with items for their house whilst they were
renovating it. They are now doing well and
Andrei is working hard to provide for his
family. The children are all doing well and they

are hoping to add a fifth child to their family soon.
Anna, Volodya and family
Anna and Volodya have five children and we have been
supporting them for several years. The children are all
doing well and the family have been given land and help
to build a new house from the government, due to
them having five children. The progress on the house
has been relatively slow because of lack of money.
After my report last year, a very generous sponsor
came forward with a donation for the family, which we
passed on to them. They have already put this to use,
buying a heating system and basic building materials.

The family's new home.

Vitali, Katya and family
It is always a pleasure to meet new families,
especially when we are in a position to be
able to help them.
Vitali and Katya are a young married
couple who met through their love of
sport.Vitali excels at most sports but
particularly football and Katya used to be a
champion weight lifter. They now have
three young children; Nikita who is 4, Irina
Irina with her mum, Katya and Nikita at her feet. Galina and
who is two and a half and Ilya, who is three
Sergei (who was driving us that day).Vitali with Ilya then Sarah
and Rachel at the front.
months old. They currently live in a flat
which has a kitchen, toilet and living room,
in which all five members of the family sleep because there is no bedroom.Vitali
has not had a job for several months, although he has just secured a low-paid job
as a porter for a shop. The family are really struggling.
When we visited, the family very reluctantly showed us the fridge that they were
renting. They could not afford to buy their own so were renting one. The rented

one had mould on both the inside and outside and the motor was not working.
When we told Vitali and Katya that we would buy them a fridge, they literally
broke down with relief.
However, whilst Sarah and I were looking at the fridge, we both noticed their
cooker, which was so old and faulty that we were seriously concerned for the
safety of the family whilst they were using it. So whilst we were in the shop
buying the fridge, we decided to buy them a new cooker as well. To say the family
were delighted with their surprise is a slight understatement! It was truly
wonderful to be able to help this family with two basic items which will be able
to assist the family. Hopefully, this will take some of the financial pressure off the
family.
Rehabilitation centre
Visiting the rehabilitation centre is always
one of my favourite days in Belarus. The
young people who use the centre have a
mixture of physical and mental disabilities
but are assisted in learning life skills as well
as discovering skills in which they excel. The
centre has an excellent art, dance and music
programme as well as focusing on growing
food products, cooking healthy meals,
washing and cleaning.

The centre users performed a fantastic concert for us.
Their sense of humour is fantastic!

Bridges to Belarus has provided a large range of equipment for the centre over
the years. This time, the centre asked whether it might be possible to buy a large
television which would be helpful for those people who have visual impairments.
We thought this was an excellent idea and also bought a PC base unit to go with
it, so it could also be used as a DVD player and computer which those with
visual impairments could see. We were also pleased to be able to buy a music
system for the centre. They have recently won several competitions for their
dance performances, which helps raise both funds and awareness for the centre.
Having a good music system means they can continue with this. As many of the
people who use the centre are collected by the minibus and travel for some time,
we bought a new music system for the minibus to entertain everyone using it.

Whilst presenting all these items to the centre, we
were introduced to the local mayor who was a very
forward thinking gentleman, who was keen to
integrate people with various disabilities into
mainstream society. He also made a friend in Sarah
by declaring himself to be a fellow Chelsea fan!
School number 5
Sergei has been made redundant from his driving job and will be going back to
teaching English. However, he will not be going back to the grammar school,
instead taking up a job with the fifth school. This is a school that I am not familiar
with, so it was very interesting to meet the new head teacher and see the school.
The new head teacher, Natalia Alexandrovna, has been in her post for six months.
She is a young head teacher who has previously worked in a regional post for
gifted and talented students, who is very focused on the well being and
achievements of her students. The school takes students from 6-17 years old and
there are over 1000 students. Due to the numbers, the school is split into two
shift systems with one set doing an early school day and the other a late day.
There are 107 teachers and 34 support staff, making it the largest school in
Rogachev.
Due to its location in the fastest growing and poorer region of Rogachev, the fifth
school has a high proportion of students from poor families, including many from
single mother families.
The school currently excels at sport, especially football. The focus of this year is
currently Russian and English language, which they hope to significantly improve.
Dance is also recognised as being culturally very important.
We shall be holding the English language summer school at the fifth school this
year and hope that we can help support the school with its drive to improve the
English language facilities for the students. Sarah and I were both very impressed
with the attitude and dedication of Natalia Alexandrovna and hope that we can
work with her to help her students in the future.
Sails of Childhood

As last year, Galina suggested that the most useful thing that we could supply the
families of Sails of Childhood (her organisation, which we support) was washing
powder and supplies. We therefore bought supplies for 90 families. This was a
good opportunity to meet with the families and to introduce Sarah to many of
our families.

Conclusion
This was a very productive trip; enabling us to catch up with many of the families
that we have supported for years and also meet new families. Being able to
significantly help the rehabilitation centre is fantastic as they do amazing work.
The attitudes towards people with both physical and mental disabilities is starting
to change, which is something that we have been working towards for a long
time. As a first trip for Sarah, it was great for her to be able to see the direct
benefit of all her hard work - although she managed to escape from quite a few
of the photos!
Thank you so much to all our supporters. Without your support, none of this
could be achieved.

